For **Stewart Access Portal** users accessing the site via **Internet Explorer**, the look and feel may appear different from what is displayed in another browser such as **Google Chrome**.

The login boxes could appear to be left-aligned on the screen, not centered, and without the typical grey background, as pictured below:
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Further, the system may allow you to login but then displays the following screen:
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This is the result of having **Compatibility View** turned on for **stewart.com** websites.

For users on the **Stewart network**, this could also occur if you have the **Display intranet sites in Compatibility View** option checked.
To change the display, go to **Tools > Compatibility View settings.**

If **stewart.com** is on the list for **Websites** you’ve added to **Compatibility View**, select it and click **Remove**.

If you are on the **Stewart network** and the **Display intranet sites in Compatibility View** check box is selected, uncheck this box.
Once you refresh the website, the look and feel will display as intended: